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1 iNTRODUCTION 

Reduction languages (Backus ~972, 1973, 1978) are applicative languages whose 

syntax and semantics are simple and rigorously defined. Some o{: their main Features are 

the use of functional operations~ the complete absence of imperative features (Landin 1966)~ 

and the possibility of unbounded parallelism. In this paper, an algorithm {:or translating 

LISP programs into reduction language programs is presented (1). This algorithm is interesting 

from two points of view: 

i) it sheds light on the following features of the two languages: presence/absence of 

environment, {:ree variables, evaluation rules, and parallelism. 

ii) it may lead to efficient execution of LISP programs. Mago iMago 1979) has 

described a new type of computer~ called a reduction machlne~ to execute reduction 

languages. One of the main properties of this machine is the possibility of unbounded 

parallelism (limited only by the size of the machine). It has been shown that this machine 

executes reduction language programs efficiently~ owing mainly to the use of parallelism 

(Koster 1977). An implementation of the algorithm given in this article would allow the 

execution o{: many LiSP programs on such a machine° 

2 AN INFORMAL PRESENTATION OF A REDUCTION LANGUAGE 

According to Backus's terminology (Backus 1973), the language presented here 

(henceforth called RL) is a &~M-Red language (extended to sequences). Besides a Few 

syntactic markers~ RL has only three kinds of atomic symbols, variables (e.g. v l ) ,  objects 

(e.g. 1~ +, TAIL~ A), and the undefined symbol #. There are four kinds of composite 

expressions: 

i) the sequence (el e2 ... en__) n n>11, 

where el r e2,.o.~ e n_n are well formed expressions, 

ii) the ~ expression (~.vl.v2o..vn e), n>,,11 

where v l ,  v2,.. . ,  vn are distinct variables r and e ,  the )~ body, is a well formed expression~ 

iii) the application <el e2>, where el_~ the operatorr and e..2 t the operand are well 

formed expressions without Free variables~ 

iv) the formal application ~el e2~ n where e_~l, the operator, and e2.._r the operand are 

well formed expressions, and where at least one of them has an occurrence of a free variable° 

(1) A full description of this algorithm is to be found in (Koster 1978) 
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Only applications specify compufatlonso To evaluate an expression is to replace all 

its applications by their values, starting with the innermost applications. The four rules 

for evaluating (for reducing) an application are: 

i) the primitive operation, which applies when the operator is a primitive operator. 

For example 

<I (A B C)> ~ A /the primitive operator t selects the first element of a sequence/ 

il) the Ssubstitution. When the operator is an atom defined in terms of another 

expresslonf if is replaced by its definition (see LISP DEFINE). 

ii i) the met__~a composition, it applies when the operator is a sequence: 

<(al a2 .o. an) e> ~ <at ((al a2 o.. an._ )__e)> 

iv) the J~ substitutlon. When the operator of an application is a ~ expression t the 

operand is substituted For all occurrences of the free variable in the ~ body (case of one 

variable), tf there are n variables (n>l)r say v l ,  v2, ..., v_.nn~ the operand must have the 

Form (al a2 ... an); al~ a2, ..., a_n are substituted For the free occurrences of v l f  v2~ ..o, 

v~n respectively. Then~ in both cases~ all Formal applications that have lost their Free 

variables in this substitution are transformed into appllcaflonso For example~ 

<(~vl.v2 ~+ (vl v2)~)(2 3)> ~ <+ (2 3)> 

The ~ substitution and meta composition are illustrated by the Following example. (Note 

~hat the effect of RL prlmitiye operators used in this article is given in Appendix A). Let 

the operator SECOND be defined by ~SECOND= (R 1 TAIL). Then 

<SECOND (A B C)> ~ <(R 1 TAIL) (A B C ) > / ~  substitution/ 

<R ((R 1 TAIL) (A B C))>/mefa composition/ ~ <1 <TAIL (A B C)>> 

/effect of operator of regular composition R/ ~ <1 (B C)> /effect of T A I L / ~  B 

The main differences between RL and reduction languages as defined in (Backus 1973) 

reside in the use of several )~ variables in a given ),expression, the use of #, NIL, and 

non-NIL values for the range of predlcate operations~ and the disappearance of the regular 

composition, replaced by the primitive operator R (Backus 1978~ Minne)o These changes are 

introduced to simplify the algorithm (with respect to non-essential details), and to simplify 

the language. It is believed that they do not alter the character of EL as a reduction 

language, and that RL still possesses the Church-Rosser property (McJones 1975). 
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3 THE ALGORITHM 

The algorithm (given in Appendix B) is described in a metalanguage similar fo the one 

used For the LISP interpreter (McCarthy 1965). It accepts a subset of pure LISP. Dotted 

notation is ignored. The main restrictions are: no free variables inside LABEL expressions, 

no functional arguments, and no LABEL-defined Functions as arguments. We also require 

that LAMBDA expressions have at least one variable. 

The obvious feature of this algorithm is to translate LISP forms (fn arg) into RL 

applications or formal applications Itfn--a_.~'}, LISP forms (fn argl arg2 ... argn) into RL 

(formal) applications Cfn' (argl' arg.._ 2' o.. arg..~n')~, LISP LAMBDA variables (e.g. X) into RL 

variables (e.g. x), LISP LAMBDA expressions into RL J~ expressions (e.g. (LAMBDA (X) e) 

into (J~x e ' )  and (LAMBDA (Xl X2) e) into (~xl.x2 e')) .  Special treatment is needed for 

LISP conditional expressions, QUOTE expressions, and LABEL notation. The features not 

accepted by this algorithm are among the most complex of LISP (Gordon 1973)o (An 

improvement of the algorithm to accept some of them is suggested at the end of this paper.) 

The complete algorithm works in two passes. The result of the first pass may not be a 

well formed RL expression, if some formal applications in it have no free variables. The 

second pass will transform them into applications. For brevity, we often refer to the first 

pass of the algorithm as the algorithm. 

The algorithm, Tr0, accepts the same top level pair fn a_ as evalquot~ It transforms 

it into the application <fn-- ._a'>, where fn-- is the translation of Ln. If a is a list of one 

argument, then a' is equal to this argument. Otherwise, a '= a. Two recurslve functions, 

Trl and Tr2 are used in the definition of Tr0. Trl translates LISP functions (or operators), 

whereas Tr2 translates LISP forms. They have a role similar to the functions apply and 

eval of the LISP interpreter (McCarthy 1965). Besides the LISP element to be translated, 

Trl and Tr2 have another argument, the list of all lists of LAMBDA variables and LABEL- 

defined functions bound in the current environment. This list is used in the translation of 

conditional expressions. To continue, the previous comparison, this llst can be compared 

to the association list, which keeps the LISP environment. 

Simple examples 

In the Following examples, LISP programs are given as top level pairs. 

LISP : CAR ((A B C)) /evaluates to A /  

RL translation : <1 (A B C)> ~ A 

LISP : CONS (A (B)) /evaluates to (A B) /  RL translation: <! IN (A (B))> - (A B) 

LISP : (LAMBDA (X) (CONS (QUOTE X) (CDR X))) ((A B C)) /evaluates to (X B C)/ 

RL translation: <(Ax {UN (X stTAIL x~)l >) (A B C)> ~ <UN (X <TAIL (A B C)>)> ~ (X B C) 
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In the last example, note the different translation of the symbol X, according to its 

occurrence in a QUOTE expression (it ;s franslated to the RL symbol X),  or outside a QUOTE 

expression (it is translated to the RL variable x). 

4 PROBLEMS AND SOME SOLUTIONS 

We now consider some specific problems of the translation. Those problems are caused 

by the fol lowing features of the two languages: presence of environment in LISP/absence of 

environment in RL, use of data as programs, and differences of evaluation rules in LiSP and 

RL. The effects of these features overlap and cannot always be analyzed independently. 

LISP binding and RL direct substitution 

In RL, variables are immediately substituted during a ~ substitution. At t'he start of 

the evaluation of a LISP LAMBDA expression, the bindings of the LAMBDA variables are 

stored in the environment. The value of a LAMBDA variable is retrieved laterr at the time 

of the evaluation of the variable in the LAMBDA body. The value retrieved From the 

activaHan environment (MOSES 1970) is usually the same as the value stored in the binding 

environment. In pure LISP r the exceptions to this rule include the use of a free variable 

in a functional argument (FUNARG problemr thoroughly treated in (Moses 1970)), and the 

use of Free variables in LABEL expressions (Gordon I973). This algorithm does not accept 

functional arguments for a different reason given below. It does not accepffree variables 

in LABEL expressions for the reason iust given. 

Because of the direct substituHon mechanism in RL, an evaluation of a variable 

('hence of an application) could take place in a RL expression, whereas the corresponding 

LISP variable and LISP form are never evaluated: this case is taken care of by the 

special treatment of conditional expressions described later. 

QUOTE expressions 

The form (QUOTE e) is translated to the RL expression (atom or sequence) eo The 

general rule in LISP is to evaluate a form only once (Weissman 1967)o That is v e wi l l  

be treated as a datum, tn th~s case, the RL translation is correct. Howevert i f  (QUOTE e) 

is a functional argument, e wi l l  be evaluated again in the LISP program° tn this caser the 
m 

RL translation is incorrect. This problem is caused by the interchangeability of data and 

functions ~n LISP. It is not correctly handled by this algorithmr which acts as a compiler. 
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Conditional expressions 

LISP conditional expressions differ from other pure LISP Forms in the way their 

arguments are evaluated. The complex handling oF conditional expressions by the ~unctlon 

Tr2 ot: the algorithm aims to insure that the LISP arguments and their RL translations are 

evaluated in the same order. Consider the LISP conditional expression 

g- -  (LAMBDA (X) (COND (101 el) ... (pm em ))) 

and its RL translation 

_g' = (~x <[(CNL ((Xx pl ' )  (~x e l ' ) ) . .~  (~x pro') (~x e_m'))) x:k) 

The occurrences oF x in the expressions pl '  r . . .rern' will be protected from immediate 

substitution until the conditional expression is actually evaluated. 

The Following example illustrates fhls point. The LISP pair 

e = (LAMBDA (X) (COND((ATOM X) X) ((QUOTE T) (CAR X)))) (A) 

evaluates to A. (CAR X) is not evaluated during the computation. The RL translation oF e 

e~' --<(Xx ~(CNL ((~x ~ATOM x:~) (Xx x)) ((Xx T) (~x {1 x~))) x}) A> 

is computed as follows: 

e' - <(CNL ((Xx ¢ATOM x~) (~x x)) ((~x T) (~x ~1 x~))) A> 
7direct substltuflon does not aFfect occurrences oF x inside the condlHonal expr/ 

A /since <ATOM A> ~ T. x in <[1 x~ is not evaluated/ 

A more d~rect translation using the operator CONDL (see Appendix A) is evaluated 

as Follows: 

<(~x <[CONDL ( ({ATOM x2r x) (T ~1 x}))~)A> 
<CONDL ( (<ATOM A> A) (T <1 A>))> /immediate substitution of all variables/ 
<CONDL(( T A ) (T #))> ~ # 

The reduction rule Forces also the reduction oF <1 A> o This reduction results in an 

error. Although simpler and more eFFicient than the first translaHon, this second 

translation Js incorrectt because its execution ~s not consistent with LISP order oF 

evaluatlon. 

LABEL translation 

Besides keeping the binding of LAMBDA varlablesl the LISP environment also keeps 

the binding of LABEL-defined funcflonso LISP LABEL notation is simulated in RL by the 

use oF three features: meta composition, which saves the "value" of the "function" in the 

operand and provides for potential recursionr the definition oF the operator LAB! which 

actually allows the recurslve use oF the "function"~ and J~ substltutlon~ which allows us 

to replace the occurrences of the translation of the LABEL-defined Function by the 

translation of the definition of the function. 
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The LABEL expression (LABEL G (LAMBDA (X) e)) is translated to (LAB (~g.x e')). The RL 

operator LAB has the following effect: 

<(LAB 0,g.x e)) a> ~ <LAB ((LAB (~g.x e' )) a)> /meta composition/ 
<0,g.x e')  ((LAB (~g.x e')) a)> /by d~ini t lon of LAB/ 

Note that the LiSP function G is translated to the RL variable g. Following the 

substitution above, all free occurrences of g in e'are replaced by (LAB (.l.g.x e ' ) ) ,  and al 

free occurrences of x in e' are replaced by a. This is the exact simulation of the 

computation of" LABEL expressions. For example, the LiSP program 

d = (LABEL G (LAMBDA (X) (COND ((ATOM X) X) ((QUOTE T) (G (CAR X)))))) 

computes the first atom of its operand. When applied to (A (B)), it returns the value A. 

Let e '=  ¢(CNL ((~g.x ~ T O M  x}) O,g.x x)) ((~g.x T) (~g.x ¢g ](1 x~}))) (g x)~. Then the 

RL translation and computation of d ((A (B))) is as follows: 

<(LAB ~g.x e')) (A (B))> ~ <(~g.x e ' )  ((LAB O~g.x e')) (A (B)))> /effect of LAB/ 
<(CNL (()~g.x {ATOM x}  ) (~g.x x)) ((~gox T) ~,g_x ~<I1 xk~))) ((LAB (,~g.x e' )) 

(A (B)))> 
/by first )~ substitution. The test <ATOM (A (B))> evaluates to NIL, and the 
/computation continues wlth the second branch of the conditional/ 

<(Ag.x Cg ~1 x~k) ( (LAB O,g.x e')) (A (B)))> ~ <(LAB (}~g.x e' )) <I (A (B))>> 
/ in  this )~ substitution, g has beenTeplaced by its "value" (LAB ] 'g .x  e')) .  It is 
/now recurslvely applied to the first element of the initial l lst /  

<(LAB(kg.x e ' ) )A> ~ ... 

Free variables in LABEL expression 

This translation is incorrect when the LABEL expression has a free variable (say Y). 

If Y is bound in a LAMBDA expression containing the LABEL expression, the translation 

y of Y wil l  be definitively bound to a value corresponding to the LISP binding 

environment, rather than the activation environment, as it is required here. For exampJe, 

consider the following top level pair (Gordon 1973): 

e = (LAMBDA (Y) ((LABEL FN (LAMBDA (X) (COND (Y (QUOTE 1)) (X (QUOTE 2)) 
((QUOTE T) ((LAMBDA (Y) 

(FN Y)) 
(QUOTE T)))))) 

(QUOTE NIL))) 
(NI L ) 

The variable Y occurs free in the LABEL definition of FN. During the evaluation of e, 

Y is first bound to NIL. After the recursive invocation of FN that follows the evaluation 

of ((LAMBDA (Y) (FN Y)) (QUOTE T)), Y is bound to T so that e evaluates to 1. 

Let p_.]'= ~fn.x y), pl_~"= (~fn.x NIL),  e!' = O~fn.x 1), 

p2'= O~fn.x x), e2' = O~fn.x 2), p.33'= (]~fn.x T), e3_' = (~fn.x e.44' ), 

e4'= ¢~y Cfn y~) T$, 
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e_5' = t~fn.x <[(CNL (p1' el ' )  (p2' e2') (p3' e3')) (fn x)~t), 

e5"= (~fn.x <~(CNL (pl" e l l )  .(p2' e2') (p3'e3O) (fn x):f) , 

e6.__~' : (LAB e5' ), e66" = (LAB e5" ). 

The algorithm would incorrectly translate the LISP pair e to the RL application 

<0~Y <~e6' NILJ ~) NIL>, whose evaluation follows. 

<0.Y ~(LAB (Xfn.x ~(CNL (0,fn.x y) e l ' )  (p2-- e2') (p3' e3')) (fn x)~)) NIL]~) NIL> 
<(LAB (~.fn.x ¢(CNL (0,fn.x NIL) e t ' )  (io2 ' e2') (p3' e3)) (fn x)~)) NIL> 

/the only free occurrence of y• in p1 -- ' i= (~ fn.x y),-h'asT~'een replaced by NIL/ 
<e5" (e6" NIL)> /by mefa co~-poslt|on and definition of LAB/ 
<~'NL-('0,fn.x NIL) el '  ) (p2' e2') (p3' e3' )) ( ~ "  NIL)>/A substitution/ 

/the result of the test <(~fn.x NIL) (e6" NIL)> is NIL, and so is the result of the/  
/test <p2' (e6" NIL)> ~ so that the third branch of the conditional expression i s /  

/ t a k e n /  ~ <(~fn.x ¢0~Y <fn y~:~)T>) (e6_Z NIL)> ~ <(~,y ~e6" y~) T> - <e6" T> 
/note that e6"d0es not contain any free occurrence of y~ so that the lasT/ 
/)~substltution with y had no effect on i t /  
/ after a new round of meta composition~ LAB application, and X substitution/ 
/ t h e  computation continues as follows/ 
- <( CNL (~fn.x NIL) e.~l') (to2' e2') (p3' e3~) (e6" T)> 
/ Now• the test <p2' (e6" T)> = <~fn.x x) (e6" T)> evaluates to T, and the/ 
/second branch in the conditional expression is taken/ 

<e2'( e6" T) > = <(kfn.x 2) (e_.~6" T)> ~ 2 

In this computation, after the first substitution~ NIL is definitively subsfifuted 

for the free occurrence of y in p.~I'. Thereafter, pl"~ e_~5", and e6..~", which do not 

contain y free• are used instead of pl ~, e5'~ and e6' respectively. Gordon glves an 

"intuitive" evaluation of e using the blnd~ng environment to bind the free occurrence of 

y. The result of his computation is also 2. This is not surprising, since the RL 

computation just given closely simulates Gordon's intuitive evaluation. 

Parallelism in pure LISP and in RL 

Consider the LISP form (fn el e2 ... era) to be evaluated in the env i ronmen t  a .  

The LISP interpreter evaluates first fn if needed, then it evaluates the arguments el • e2, 

...• em From left to right. This order of evaluatlonr however• is only a consequence of 

the use of the recursive function evils• (McCarthy 1965)• which works from left to right, 

as do most of the recursive functions used by evalquote. Actually1 we could write 

eval[(fn el ... era); aj = apply~[_n.n; (eval [el._~a._] ... eval[em;al);a ] 

We see that e l l  e2• ..., e_m can be evaluated in parallel because there is no side-effect 

from the computation ef one argument on the computation of another argument; each 

computation uses its own copy of the env i r onmen t .  This parallel computation actually 

takes place in the computation of the EL translation; e1'• e2'• ..o• ern' are evaluated in 

parallel. Note that this parallelism is not limited to these m a~guments. Parallel 
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computation is also possible inside each expression el'~ e2'~ ..., em._~ ~, so that we have, 

at least in theory, an unbounded number of parallel computations. As a consequence, 

execution of the translation of LISP programs could be efficient on a reduction machine. 

LISP, however, lacks primitive operators similar to reduction language primitive 

operators (Backus 1973, Koster 1977g Pozefsky 1977) which could take full advantage of 

this possibility of unbounded parallelism. (LISP 1.5 MAPCAR is such an operator). 

5 AN EXTENSION OF THE ALGORITHM 

We briefly indicate here how the algorithm can be modified to handle a larger subset of 

pure LISP as well as some features of LISP 1.5. 

Primitive functions of LISP 1.5 

Functions which require the evaluation of all their arguments (e.g. PLUS, TIMES) 

can be handled the same way as CAR or CONS. Functions such as AND and ORe which 

do not require the evaluation of all their arguments, would be more complex to handle. 

Free variables in LABEL expressions 

If a variable occurs free in a LABEL expression, but is bound in the outer LISP 

program, then a preliminary pass of the algorithm could transform the free variable in a 

bound variable. 

Functional argumen~ w!th FUNCTION 

In (FUNCTION e), e is treated as any other form. For example, i f  i t is a 

LAMBDA expression r it is treated as any other LAMBDA expression. Moreover, i f  e 
k 

has a free variable (e.g. X) bound in the outer program, the translation is still correct, 

because the direct substitution mechanism of RL wil l use the same value as the binding 

environment in LISP. This is precisely the function of FUNCTION (/Vbses 1970). 

Functions defined with DEFINE 

The mechanisrm of evaluation of DEFINE-defined functions in LISP and of 

~-defined Function in RL are identical; in both casesr the function name is replaced 

by the definition of the function, when it appears in position of operator. Therefore 

the LISP Function definition is translated as any other Form, and this translation becomes 

the definition of the RL function. The same Function name can be used in LISP and in RL. 

Note that the function definition in L~SP cannot have free variables. Otherwise, thTs 

translation would lead to incorrectly formed RL applications, with free variables. 

The last two features are illustrated by the following short example. Let G and H 

be two functions respectively defined by (LAMBDA (¥ FUNC ) (FUNC (CAR Y))) and 

by (LAMBDA (X Y) (G X (FUNCTION (LAMBDA (A) (CONS A Y))))). 
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In the definition of H, Y occurs free in the functional argument 

(FUNCTION (LAMBDA (A) iCONS A Y))~0 in the computation of the top level pair 

H (CA B) (C D)), Y is bound in the binding environment, hence ~t is bound to (C D). 

Following the "call" (G X (FUNCTION (LAMBDA (A) (CONS A Y)))), the functional 

argument will be applied to (CAP, Y). Y in (CAR Y) is bound to (A B), but since Y 

in the functional argument is bound to (C D), the result of the computation is (A C D). 

If QUOTE is used instead of FUNCTION in the functional argument, Y wilt be bound in 

the activation environment, hence it will be bound to (A B)~ The result of the computatlor 

will be (A A B). 

The RL translations of the definitions of G and H are: 

G = ~y.func ~func ~1 y~ )  

H = (~x.y ¢G (x (Xa SUN (a y)~))~) 

The pair H ((A B) (C D)) is translated and evaluated as follows. 

<H ((A B) (C D))> ~ <0~x.y ~[G ( x  (),a ~[UN (a y)J~))$) ((A B) (C D))> 
/by ~ s u b s t l t u t i o n /  ~ <G ((A B) (),a 4~UN Ca (C D))~))> /by~ substi tut ion/ 

-~ <(~y.func {func ~1 y~t~) ((A B) (Xa GUN (a (C D))~))> 
-~ <(~,a GUN (a (C D)) :~) <I (A B)>> ~ <(~a {UN (a (C D))~r)A> 
-~ <UN (A (C D))> ~ (A C D) 

Again the RL immediate substitution mechanism translates correctly the binding of variables 

in the binding environment. 

Other LISP constructs not menHoned in this paper are not correctly handled by the 

algorithm. LISP and its interpreter were designed in a very informal way (McCarthy 1978). 

Particular or even strange constructs are accepted by the LISP interpreter° They are 

evaluated in a way that may not have been intended by LISP designers. A correct 

handling of these constructs by a RL translator may be very difficult, or may even be 

impossible in the framework of a "compiler". 

6 CONCLUSION 

The algorithm presented in fhls paper shows that pure LISP (augmented with some 

features of LISP 1.5) and the reduction language RL are sufficiently similar in many 

respects to allow the translation of LISP programs into RL programs. It seems that this 

translation is possible because both languages are applicative languages. Free variables 

are a cause of problems when they are bound in the activation environment, because 

the RL mechanism of immediate substitution assumes variables are bound in the binding 

environment. Another cause of problems is the LISP property of interchangeability of 

data and programs (or functions). Since the algorithm translates data and functions 
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differently1 it cannot handle an unrestricted use of data as functions (e.g. functional 

arguments) and of functions as data. 

The meta composition has appeared as a powerful feature of reduction languages; in 

this paperu we have seen its use to translate the recursion introduced by LABEL notation1 

and to translate LISP conditional expressions. Actually1 many more control structures can 

be implemented by meta composition° Finally, we have seen that parallel computation of 

the translation of LISP programs is possible. This could allow an efficient execution oF 

LISP programs on a reduction machine° 
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Operator 

1 

TAIL 

UN 

ATOM 

EQ 

Appendix A. A Pqrtlal Specif ication of Primit ive Operators for RL 

The left  column contains the operator (possibly a sequence). The right cofumn contains 

case specif ication of the operand, and the result; cases are separated by a semi-colon; 

for each operator, the last result applies to the operands excluded by the previous cases. 

Note that the undefined symbol is the result of  any appl icat ion containing the undefined 

symbol in part of the operator or the operand. 

Specif icat ion 

(xl x2 .., x_n), n~1 ~ x_.]; # 

(xl.._) ~ NIL; (x l  x2 ... xn) ,  n>l - (x2 ... xn) ;  # 

(x It N~L) ~ x._]l; (xt (x2 ... xn)), n>! ~ (x! x2 .. .  xn.._.); # 

# ~ #; a~ a is an atom ~ T; NIL 

(x  #) ~ #; (# x) -* #; (a a), a is an atom * T; 
(a b), a and b are atoms ~ NIL; # 

w 

(LAB 0~fox ,,q)) e ~ <(~,f.x__g) ((LAB (~f.x g) )  e)> 

(LAB 0~f.xl .x2.. .xn g)) (al a2 .oo an), n>l ~ <0,f.xl,x2.o.Xn g )  ((LAB (~f .xt .x2. . .xn 
)) a l a2 ... an)> 

(CNL (pl e l ) )  x ~ <et x> i f  <p._]x> ~ b ,  whereb  is not NIL nor #; # 

(CNL (pl e l )  ... ~ en)) x ~ <el x> i f  <plx_,> ~ b ,  where b is not NIL nor #; 
x ~ <(-'CI~L (p2 e__2) .. .  (pn en)) x> • <.E.] x >  - NIL; # 

CONDL ((p[ e_]l) ~2  e2) ... ~ an)), n>,,l ~ e_! i f  p l  is not NIL her 
#. 

I 

+ <(CONDL ((p~ e2_) ... (pn e_n)) > i r E  ] = NIL; # 

(R at a2 ... an) x ~ <al <a2 ... <an x>>>~ n>zi 

(AA f )  NIL ~ NIL; (al a2 .. .  an__) -* (<f a l>  <f a2> ... <f an>); # 

Appendix B. The Al@orithm 

r l [ X ]  = x 

rJ  [.(X) ] = x 

r l [ (X ]  X2 ...  Xn)] = (xt x2 ... xn) 

Irl ~XJ =~x 

w [(x)] = ~x 

l r l [ ( X l  X2 ... Xn)~l = )~x].x2 . . . . .  xn 
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Tr0[f_n;a]=[null [cdr[a] ]  ~ < Trl [ fn;NIL] car[.aJ>; 
T ~ <Trl[Fn_;NIL] a> ] 

Trl [f_mb]= [ atom [fn ] ~[eq IF_n; CA R] -1;  
eq[F_n;CD R] -TAIL ; 
eq[~;CONS] ~ UN; 
eq[fn;ATOM] - ATOM; 
eq[fn;Ea] ~ EQ; 
T ~[r l  f n ] ] ~  

eq [car If n] ;LAM BDA ] -~ (I rl [.cad r[Fn.._] Tr2 [caddr[f_n] icons [cadr[fn ;b_]] ); 
eq [car [L_n ];LA BE k] ~ (LAB (I rl [cons [cadr[f_n ]; cadaddr If_n] ] ] 

Tr2 [caddaddr [Ln]; 
cons [cons[cadr[f...nl;cadaddr [Fn]];b ]])) ] 

Tr2 [_e;b._] = [ atom [el ~ rl [_e]; 
atom[carl.eli ~ [  eq[car[_e];QUOTE] ~ cadr[e] 2 

eq [car[e];  COND] ~ <~Tcond [e;b] rl ['car [_b]] ~; 
T ~ CTrl [car[e]; b'] Trlist[cdr[e'~;b_]~ ] ;  

T ~ ~ Trl[car[e_];b'] Trllst[cdr_[e]; b_]~ ] 

Trlist[c;b]=[ null [cdr[c] ] - Tr2[car[c_];b]; 
T ~ cons[Tr2 [car [c] ;b]; Trl isf [rcdr~zb]] ] 

Tcond[(COND ~1 el) .oo (p.._n en)); b]  = (CNL (Trc[p__l;b] Trc [el;b]~ ... 
(T~[~;b_] T~ [ ~ ; ~ )  

Trc[d_~ = (Irl [car[_B]] Tr2 [d~) 


